EU-CardioRNA
CA17129: Catalysing transcriptomics in cardiovascular research
presents

In the autumn of 2020 we were unable to meet in person in Zagreb. Instead,
we took the opportunity to connect our members from all corners of the earth
with the first EU-CardioRNA COST Action Digital meeting: CardioRNA LIVE! We
welcomed 120 speakers and attendees over four days of talks and discussion,
representing 34 countries including New Zealand, South Africa, the United
States, Armenia and Russia.
Monday 7th September
Meeting Summary
CardioRNA LIVE! Kicks off at 15:00 with EU-CardioRNA Chair Yvan Devaux, welcoming everyone to the
first digital meeting and newcomers to the Action. Yvan gives reminder of the goals of the Action and
each working group (WG).
We hear from each of the 4 WG Leadership teams – Fabio Martelli for WG1 (Regulatory function of
the transcriptome), David de Gonzalo Calvo for WG2 (Best practices and experimental standards),
Kanita Karaduzovic-Hadziabdic for WG3 (Development of cohort inventory database) and Emma
Robinson for WG4 (Dissemination). We receive updates on the progress towards milestones for each
WG including scientific publications, important position papers, creation of the new cohort database,
now in testing amongst WG3 members. Finally we hear how online media, including social media and
the website, is being used to communicate work of Action members as well as opportunities within
the Action and how EU-CardioRNA stayed connected, productive and upbeat during the COVID-19
lockdown.
Our first scientific session was centered on the heart-brain axis, a recent focus for the CardioRNA COST
Action. The scientific sessions for CardioRNA LIVE! began with a keynote talk from Prof Resia Pretorius
from Stellenbosch University, S. Africa. She describes how her and her team are developing novel
bionanosensor technology for detection of neurodegenerative biomarkers such as for Parkinson’s
Disease. This was followed by a lively discussion.
The first day was completed by short talks from early career researchers Albano Meli (FR) and Leontien
Van der Bent (NL) in new cardiomyocyte-neuronal co-culture tools and emerging small RNA families
such as tRNA fragments as biomarkers for acute stroke.
An EU-CardioRNA Special Issue is currently open for submissions on the Brain-Heart axis in the
International Journal of Molecular Sciences, Guest edited by Fabio Martelli, Yvan Devaux, Wolfram
Doehner and Inga Zerr. https://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijms/special_issues/rna_brain_heart_cost
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Tuesday 8th September
Meeting Summary
Day 2 of the CardioRNA LIVE! scientific sessions focused on RNAs in translational cardiovascular
research. We welcome newcomers from New Zealand, Greece and Armenia. Rajesh Katare (NZ) shared
his ongoing work on microRNA function in heart failure, risk and comorbidities, followed by
Constantinos Stathopoulos (GR) talking about the new evolving field of the tRNA fragment family as
regulatory RNAs. We then heard about the goals, milestones and progress of the newly joined
CardioRNA near neighbour country and institute, Foundation for Armenian Science and Technology
(FAST) from representatives Suzanna Shamakhyan, Andre Serobian and Smbat Gevorgyan, the ultimate
aim of whom is make Armenia a science driven innovative country by 2041.
Fabiana Martino (CZ), poster presentation winner from the EU-CardioRNA 4th MC and WG meeting in
Maastricht in February 2020 discussed her PhD research into the role of hnRNPC in heart failure
through interaction with sarcomeric proteins.
Finally, Jaya Krishnan of Goethe-Universität Frankfurt gave a keynote lecture on novel mechanisms
linking non-coding RNA regulation of metabolic processes to the biology of heart failure.
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Wednesday 9th September
Meeting Summary
Day 3 of CardioRNA LIVE! kicked off with a keynote lecture from Alain Lacampagne (INSERM,
Montpellier) on the role of ryanodine receptor signaling in the heart-brain in systemic multi-organ
disease. We then heard from newcomer Konstantinos Drosatos (USA) about the work of his group on
the poorly understood Kruppel-like factors and their newly emerging role in cardiac metabolism in
response to cardiovascular risk factors such as type I diabetes.
Poster prize winner Francesco Ruberto (CH) presented his work on novel lncRNA, Clipper, regulating
cardiomyocyte metabolism and proliferation in development and regeneration.
Next, new members from Italy Gaia Spinetti and Michele Ciccarelli told us about the role of ncRNAs in
vascular regenerative cells, such as endothelial cells, in cardiometabolic diseases and new and multiple
roles of G protein receptor kinases in regulating cardiovascular metabolism in pathology, respectively.
We heard from short term scientific mission (STSM) awardee, Rui Sérgio de Sousa Luís (PT),
computational scientist who went to University of Bath (UK) to train in using single cardiac cell RNAsequencing analysis in order to understand more about specific aetiologies of cardiomyopathy.
To finish Day 3, we were happy to welcome newcomer and early careers investigator from COST
international partner country, Brazil, Juliana Floriano. Juliana reported on the effects of COVID-19 on
the Brazilian population and her work in collaboration with European partners, including CardioRNA
vice-chair Costanza Emanueli, to share information and resources on long-term cardiovascular
complications following viral infection. Juliana informed the network about possibilities to share data
and samples from “Nona”, a perinatal biorepository aiming to develop microRNA biomarkers to
support the cardiovascular health of mother and child in pregnancies.
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Thursday 10th September
Meeting Summary
The final day of CardioRNA LIVE! kicked off with WG member Timo Brandenburger (DE), who is
identifying candidate microRNA biomarkers for prognosis following acute kidney injury, working
together with fellow CardioRNA member Matthias Hackl at TAMIRNA.
Next, we heard from CardioRNA newcomer Sebastian Albinsson (SE) on the role of microRNAs for
vascular adaptation to mechanical forces. Maastricht meeting poster prize winner, Teodora Barbalata
(RO) updated us on her research panel of miRNAs and inflammatory markers in hyperglycemic patients
with peripheral artery disease. Newcomer Prashant Srivastava (UK) explained how he uses his
bioinformatics expertise to carry out multi layered network analysis to uncover molecular
underpinnings of complex diseases including cancer and vascular disease, as well as cell-cell and organorgan interaction.
The meeting ended with a keynote lecture from David Montgomery, currently Director of Clinical
Excellence for Intercept Pharmaceuticals. David has extensive experience and a passion for helping
people to find strategies to optimize communication between and within teams working in the clinical
trial development and execution. He shared with us his experiences on barriers and shields in effective
communication, which can be enhanced in the current climate of remote working and virtual
interaction, and ways these can be overcome or improved. “The problem with communication is the
illusion that it has been achieved.” This final lecture was followed by a passionate discussion on the
importance of communication, especially in the COVID-19 era.

Concluding Words
We would like to thank all CardioRNA LIVE! speakers, discussion leaders as well as attendees for their
active participation in the first digital EU-CardioRNA meeting. For some it was mid-afternoon (Europe),
for some, early morning (USA, Brazil) and for others even the middle of the night (New Zealand). Thank
you all for joining. A special thank you to our CardioRNA project manager Irina Carpusca, without whom
this meeting would not have been possible. A flower arrangement is wending its way to you.
https://www.jacquielawson.com/ecard/view/s43460ffd965c46a3925222a88bd9a08e?ob=1
It is unfortunate we could not all meet in person in Zagreb, Croatia as previously intended as also a big
thank you to Ines Potočnjak, who had started to plan the sessions that we’d hoped to have in Zagreb.
Our next planned face-to-face meeting is next September in the beautiful Pavia in the Lombardy area
of northern Italy, hosted by Carlo Gaetano and Fabio Martelli.
Until next time…

Emma Robinson, Irina Carpusca, Yvan Devaux, and the CardioRNA Core Group.

